
Section 6                                    synderesis• hysteresis

In  Latin word POD meant  ‘foot’.  Under SATELLITIC  ERA, 

t/here the English word POD is at the foot of a ‘data POD’.

“Data is a raw and unorganized fact that required to be 

processed to make it meaningful. Unorganized unless it is 

organized,  data  is  always  to  be  interpreted,  by  man or 

machine, to derive meaning.  Meaningless  data contains 

numbers, statements, and characters in a raw form.”1   

Data is “symbols on which operations are performed by a 

computer,  which may be stored and transmitted in  the 

form● of  electrical  signals  and  recorded  on  magnetic, 

optical, or mechanical recording media”2. Data PODs thus 

need a COLD FRAME so IT ARCHITECTURE can hardening 

up sown/collected data—bytes (bits,  its ‘peas’),  to grow 

into steady meaningful information, even with insight.

Who/what/when/where/why processed data3 information 

turns information to wisdom in the end—AI asking ‘why’. 

According to  the  DIKW-pyramid self-learning knowledge 

blossoms wisdom when AI’s numerical knowledge achieve 

its self-processed insight, and, understands itself doing so. 

[¿Questioning? ¿Problematizing? ¿That miraculous loss in 

man’s 21st century’s civilization and high education?]

After about  a  century now copying  neural  networks  of 

man's brain  IT ARCHITECTURE computes a-mortal insight 

not  man’s, as    mortal animal with special properties  —like 

western habitus pursued for millennia. IT’s de-sign plan is 

numeric  godlike  manlike  non-nature  postcreation—exit 

labor  x  labor●. The  leading  ARCHÈ  TEKTONIKOS  stems 

from exponentially growing data PODs: currently 40 x 1021 

bytes; in 2025 175 zettabytes  ;   multiple when singularity/ 

¿2050? when fka Earth can no more be used for chthonic 

gifts that turned her into greenhouse. Collateral damage: 

the  IT  a-mortality  plants but  need  extra  loads  of 

electricity.

1 https://www.guru99.com/difference-information-data.html   
2 https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/   

3       As in contextualized, categorized, calculated, and, condensed.

Where does the promiscuous x fertile ‘data’ stem from?
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4 2015, https://www.vficinothinxs.com/borderlessness, GVH | QR
5 https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:DIKW-diagram.png   
6 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DIKW_pyramid   
7 2018, De_Sign   papilionem   SLEEPING-BEAUTY-PODS  , Pistoia, Italy 

magnetic sculpture of magnetized POP PEOPLE; works GVH
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Maxwell—a contemporary of Fedorov●, wrote8 his world 

turning insight as: “We can scarcely avoid the inference 

that  light  consists  in  the  transverse  undulations  of  the  

same medium which is the cause of electric and magnetic  

phenomena”. Indicating9 that the electromagnetic waves 

propagate in a vacuum●—at the  speed of light,  he gives 

no indication of what this speed is relative to: e.g. to a, in 

the old West fixed medium as luminiferous ether● (Sec.2).
c

According to Einstein (1922) Maxwell even stuck10 to the 

mechanical view11 of ether. For, since ancient philosophy● 

non-void/the fifth element● ‘ether’ (which perfect circular 

motion came from contact with the 4 other elements●), 

medieval  quintessence became  Newton’s  intermediate 

means; non-void/ether remained scientific until 1905 AD.
c

Eternal● ether fell to Occam's Razor12—like geocentrism●, 

when Einstein generated his special theory of relativity, in 

this case without referring to actual ‘presence’ of ether. 

Maxwell  neither experienced  synderesis  ●   insight● when 

he encountered the magnetism phenomenon ‘hysteresis’. 

Maybe  he  knew  already  about  it  for  Sir  Ewing (1881) 

coined the dis-cover of a property of ferromaterials.
C

i

‘Hysteresis’ (a Greek word for that which comes later, lags 

behind) means a delay/dependence/deficiency● of a state 

of  a  system on its  history.  It  means  that  effects  persist 

after initial causes giving rise to the effects, are removed13. 

In physics it means that “when a  ferro material such as 

iron is magnetized by an external field, the magnetism of 

the iron lags behind the magnetizing force  .  “

8 James Clerk Maxwell: a force for physics—Physics World  ; the key 
issue is where energy resides 

9 Maxwell's equations—Wikipedia   
10 https://www.jstor.org/stable/113550   
11 https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Extras/Einstein_ether/   
12     https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Luminiferous_aether#End_of_aether 
13 https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/economics-and-  

philosophy/article/abs/on-the-foundations-of-hysteresis-in-
economic-systems/89D45E8018E2C090A351B9DAF488F705

When  the  field  is  removed,  the  iron  will  retain  some 

amount  of  magnetization”14.  That  which  remains—the 

remanence  (remanent +   -ence)  of  magnetic  materials, 

provides magnetic memory in magnetic storage devices15.

History dependence is the basis of memory in a hard disk 

drive     and the  remanence that retained a record of  the 

Earth's magnetic field magnitude in the past. The—virgin, 

SATELLITIC ERA grows by a singularity of ferromagnetism 

[¿Or by man’s nature: fear for emptiness/horror vacui16?]

The quality of ferromaterial stored in COLD FRAME data● 

PODs● growing information, floats via satellites hence & 

forth through outer space (and ‘legitimate interest  ’ too  ). 

Mortals freely donate many data for needy liminal PODs 

—receptacles receptive to host searched for information. 

Vice versa, information addicts us, us sub-lunar mortals●. 

‘Normal’   P  OD  ●   PEOPLE hardly can live without constant x   

instant inform  ation   meanwhile subsuming SATELLITIC ERA 

agile silences mortal man questioning & problematizing●.

IT architecture ground work/hysteresis is an ‘abnormal’● 

anisotropic complex process. Anisotropia● (a Greek word 

for ‘unequal direction’) is 1) the difference in properties of 

a medium which allows it to change, and, 2) to assume 

different  properties  in  different  directions—opposite  to 

good old fashioned isotropy●. Anisotropia can be defined, 

too, as a difference when measured along different axes. 

In the 70-ties IT-architects sensed the world turning—like 

Renaissance● architects (Sec.4) did, like after ‘spatial turn’ 

even philosophers opened for {change|ability} of insight 

Like here, continentals/postmoderners work anisotropic.

14 mmonly-misused-engineering-terms-explained/  
15 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Remanence  
16 Aristotle, Physics, IV, 6-9; the term is coined in 1530 by Rabelais  .  
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But it remains a mystery how   quickly   SATELLITIC ERA takes 

over  local  worlds—t/here  (post)modern/western  world. 

Especially why its presence is welcomed so peacefully: ‘as 

if’●  it religiously● has a ‘common ground’.

Greed is a common ground of  crooked wood/anisotropic 

man (Sec.4). While  French Revolution (1789)  fought  like 

Kant against Auctoritas●, ‘equality’ urged to be subjected 

to  rational/law,  Kant  proposed  an  ‘abnormal’● ‘as  of’ 

concept-ion:  isotropic● pre-industrial  trade between—to 

be, similar/rational/enclosed/republican/sovereign states. 

Passports existed17; visitation law● to safeguard trade not.

Situating● ‘equal greed’ under law was visionary; modern 

horizon/industrial  capitalism owes it.  But ‘sola scriptura’ 

POLIS architecture18 is disrupting under SATELLITIC ERA—

though eternal/as long as mortals  shall  live;  oligarchic19 

OIKOS anisotropy, is surpassing modern/protestant times. 

OIKOS (Greek for house) is the radical of ‘economy’ (oiko-

nomai:  house laws),  ‘ecology’ (oiko-logos:  house study). 

Both relate reciprocal, as woman to nature. Set aside as 

man’s deficiencies● both were locked out from western 

POLIS. Their OIKOS domain was to serve. Silently. Unseen.

SATELLITIC  ERA silently  switches● man’s  POLIS-centrism 

for OIKOS POD-people. A world turning event. Almost no 

soul  complains  about  it  (until  ecology came in  lately20). 

OIKOS enters our interior dialogue without grand récit● or 

suppression●: it’s just t/here as old time addictive back-up 

SATELLITIC ERA and feminine OIKOS cannot by separated: 

both21 span ‘the surface of spherical earth’●; both serve 

mutual qualities●/our selv[i]es●. Their ‘ex nihilio’ creation 

of immortal transhumanism, may, or, may not, {1|0} be a 

non-essential accident●: for AI, man’s ¿‘as if’ simulacrum?

17 Torpey (2000)
18 After 1945 abruptly revisited by 2nd corona crisis and Ukraine war.
19 Rhizome: western economic crisis/2008 is oligarchic rearrangement 

of profit; at the time ‘deep learning’ arose & profited that direction. 
20 Locally/21st century after 1971 oblivion ‘the growth’  (1972,  CoR) 

comfortably PODDED, far from outer world—worldwide poverty. 
21 OIKOS, a collectivum containing anisotropic domain earth-universe.

In 1968 a 12-year-old, I decided “I am a human”, before 

nature’s binary needs {male|female}. At the time it was a 

bold brave decision for Aristotelian POLIS_OIKOS division 

and  Original  Sin●,  plus,  man's  comfortable  dependence 

on free/non-discursive labor●, dominated insistently. 

Numeric a-moral a-mortal a-biologic SATELLITIC ERA finds 

no  profit● in  male/POLIS  dominance  needing  labor  x 

labor:  its  manlike  computed  properties  equal  volatile 

economics. SATELLITIC ERA turns needless (post)modern/ 

western—ground bound  enclosing POLIS constructs, into 

open OIKOS ubiquity profitable deficienc  y.  

Since forever it’s worldwide ‘common sense’ that OIKOS is 

a feminine domain where her a.o. free labor is serving the 

hostipet/master of the house. In line with Enlightenment’s 

ideal—rational law, e  mperor Napoleon   annulled ‘common 

sense’ and so modernized man’s habitus. In  Holland/The 

Netherlands his  Code Civil ‘propter imbecillitatum sexus’ 

(1804) was effective till the abolition of its  marital power 

annulled the law ‘incapability of married woman’ (1957)●. 

SATELLITIC ERA & Code Civil may switching crypto places.

As far as male/POLIS constructs get being surpassed, what 

about labor x labor of women torn from their ‘normal’● 

silent OIKOS? For one, feminism failed emancipating the 

spacial domain & works/oiko-nomai● (IT architecture took 

its  vacancy).  Second,  in  the  80-ties  feminism complaint 

not having a not-male language; after 2000 AD it had: ‘not 

my problem’22. Third, SATELLITIC ERA silences mortals to 

literately speak (face to face) in turn for their inter-face 

(partners & legitimate interest included). Fourth, constant 

x immediate information addicts (e.g. to dopamine). By x 

under SATELLITIC ERA English leads, that language hardly 

using a genus for or in its words. The ubiquity of English is 

de-gendering all fka ground bound languages: by reducing 

nature’s binary in language, to the one and only—‘as if’ 

eternal, male form—he/his/him. Algorithms clear the rest. 

Be welcome COLD FRAME-s, hardening up SATELLITIC ERA 

22     “End of charity” (most women first trained assertiveness versus 
marital power; transition x disruption of habit takes 2 á 3 generations●). 
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